How to Create a Leadership Career Plan

Can you confidently articulate your value without hesitation? Are you positioning yourself to be visible and open to career advancement? Are you still waiting to be discovered? Most companies have strategic goals that guide them to greater profitability and productivity, but have you crafted your own strategic goals and multi-year career plan? How will you leverage your experience to propel your own growth and contribute to the development of your employer? This session will help you answer those questions and give you a blueprint for a sound career plan.

This workshop will guide you to:

- Examine your strengths, interests and preferences in planning your career
- Prepare for opportunities before they present themselves
- Identify skills and competencies that need to be developed
- Be a magnet for the positions and goals you want
- Align your skills and talents with the organizational needs

SPEAKER: Karen Hinds began her career preparing promising interns to enter and build strong careers and since then she has been working with organizations to help build initiatives that mentor high-potential employees to career and leadership success. Known as the Emerging Leader Mentor, Karen is the Founder and CEO of Workplace Success Group, an international firm that has been referred to as a training ground for future business leaders. The company's signature program, Leadership Ready™, helps high-potential, emerging leaders to work more effectively with others, handle increasing levels of responsibilities, and take charge of their leadership growth. Karen is also the author of five business books. Originally from the Caribbean island of St. Vincent and the Grenadines, Karen hosts a global women's leadership conference in St. Vincent every April. It's an opportunity to share her expertise with women from around the world and at the same time showcase the beauty and culture of her island.

Date and Time: October 8, 2015
5:50-6:10pm: Registration, mingling, and light dinner
6:10-6:30pm: Facilitated networking
6:30-8:00pm: Workshop
8:00-8:30pm: Optional networking

Location: Fine Arts Center Atrium, Regis College, 235 Wellesley Street, Weston, MA 02493
Cost: Regis College Students and Faculty can attend for free!